Mobile

Business-class
mobile service

Available with

Gamma MultiNet®

Gamma Mobile
The flexibility and quality of service you
deserve from your mobile network

What makes us different?
►► We have direct access to the core
of the mobile network:
- easier for us to manage your mobiles
- make adds/changes much more quickly
►► MultiNet:
- the power of multple networks in one SIM
- better coverage than a single network
►► Built for business:
- business-centric voicemail
- great range of features designed
specifically for business
►► Fixed/mobile convergence roadmap
prepares your business for the future
►► 4G as standard
►► A focus on customer service:
- the same service excellence
we already deliver for our
other telecom services
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A business-class network

Keep your number

Because we only cater for the business market we
understand the challenges you face and we’re committed
to delivering solutions, tariffs and support that help
you focus on your business. We also understand that
we need to deliver these solutions on the back of an
extensive and reliable network, which is why we have
partnered with Gamma.

No need to update your business cards – it’s easy to port
your existing number or take out a new one.

Gamma is already one of the UK’s largest providers of
fixed voice services and applications for thousands of
UK businesses, and you can rest assured they have also
applied the same expertise and experience to provide
a quality and reliable business mobile network, with
support services to the same high quality as well.

Flexible tariffs
We offer a range of mobile tariffs including pay-as-youuse, single user, shared user and unlimited, as well as
a selection of bolt-ons including text, data, international
roaming and our unique MultiNet service. Alternatively,
we can work with you to find a bespoke package that
suits your needs.

Lower overall costs
Choose from a range of bundled minutes packages
or our simple pay-as-you-use tariff backed up by our
preferential fixed / mobile and mobile / fixed on-net rates.

Enables flexible working
Our mobile service lets you access everything you need
to keep working no matter where you are. Our services
support access to email, calendar and tasks on the
move as well as the internet and your company LAN.
Subscribe to our mobile and fixed-line offers and receive
our competitive on-net rates, enabling you to link your
fixed and mobile estates together, giving you a truly
flexible working environment.

Business continuity
Unexpected events such as snow, floods, strike or
roadworks needn’t disrupt business. Our mobile service
can easily integrate with your fixed-line infrastructure to
become the key form of communication in such an event.

Fixed / mobile convergence
As a mobile virtual network operator and experienced
fixed-line network provider, we can offer highly
competitive on-net rates and are in an ideal position to
make fixed / mobile convergence an affordable reality for
your business.
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A mobile service
made for your business
Our mobile service includes a number of services and tariffs to suit a wide range of businesses and
our unique on-net tariffs are ideal for organisations looking to integrate mobile and fixed-line telephony.

Built for business

Data when you need it

Our mobile network is designed with
business users in mind, from ensuring better
coverage with our MultiNet bolt-on service
through to a great range of standard and
optional features including business-grade
voicemail. If you’re looking for a personal
service from a provider with its own reliable
network, our mobile service is the ideal
choice.

We have a range of cost-effective tariffs
to suit any requirement. Whether it’s
mobile broadband, smartphone or both;
by tethering a device to a laptop our data
network will give you the speeds and
connectivity you need. We know how
important it is to stay connected which
is why we won’t cut users off when they
reach their threshold, instead we’ll send
an alert letting them know they’re reaching
their limit.

Better coverage
Being contactable when you are mobile
is key to doing business well. Now there’s
no need for multiple provider contracts for
your business because, wherever your
offices are located in the UK, our MultiNet
service enables the SIM to automatically
pick up the next strongest available mobile
network should the primary network not be
available. So, while your competitors are out
of signal and their calls are going through to
voicemail, you keep working - making your
business more accessible for customers.

Business travel
Avoid bill shock and unexpected data
charges when overseas. You can control
your expenditure when roaming with our
range of Business Traveller bolt-ons to suit
your schedule.

Keeping employees
connected at all times
Our mobile service is ideal for companies
who need to be in constant contact with
their mobile users, whether it is via voice or
email.

Service excellence
We are committed to excellence in
customer service and support - it’s what
makes us stand out from our competitors.
Our UK support team are all experts in
both fault resolution and provisioning so
they can deal with your queries as quickly
as possible.
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Gamma MultiNet®

The power of multiple networks in one SIM
Mobile network reliability and the best possible coverage
are essential for any business. With this in mind we have
developed our new MultiNet bolt-on.

MultiNet works with many smartphones and doesn’t
require a mobile app, making it even easier for you to
stay connected.

Unlike other single mobile networks, MultiNet rips up the
rulebook by giving you access to multiple networks for
better coverage. So, provided there is coverage from an
available mobile network, with Gamma MultiNet you can
always make and receive calls.

►► No more moving around trying to find single network

More signal means more opportunity to do more
business. While your competitors are looking for signal
or having to rely on voicemail, MultiNet gives you more
opportunity to carry on working.
MultiNet is mobile without boundaries - providing that
there is another available network, with MultiNet your
handset will pick it up and you’ll be able to continue with
your business as normal, giving you the edge over your
competition.

coverage

►► Enables delivery of superior customer service
for your customers

►► Stand out from the competition -

be in contact with customers for longer and
with faster response times

►► Save money - no need for multiple providers
►► Boost business productivity -

stay connected wherever there is signal available

►► Spend more time working and less time listening
to voicemail
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Tel
0191 226 3777
Email info@typex.com
Web www.typex.com

